Discover the best of Europe with the
destination expert - Princess®
B EST

CRUISE LINE
IN EUROPE

Cruising to Europe is the most
relaxing way to see more of these
legendary lands on one unforgettable
holiday. Imagine the thrill of
spending a day in one of the world’s
most glorious cities, only to discover
a spectacular new horizon the next
day. Sail these storied waters with the
cruise line designed to immerse you
in the destination and find out why
Princess Cruises has been awarded
Best Cruise Line in Europe.

WOMEN’S CHOICE AWARDS

#1 Itineraries*

More Ashore

Whether it’s the sun-splashed Mediterranean, legendary
British Isles, opulent Scandinavia & Russia or the far reaches of
Northern Europe, Princess offers an array of itineraries visiting
the most popular attractions as well as hidden gems.

* Best Cruise Line Itineraries - Recommend, 11-time winner

Our Europe itineraries are crafted to give you more
opportunities to immerse yourself in the ports you visit.
Enjoy Late Night calls that give you the chance to explore
a port by day, and experience its unique nightlife in the
evening. We even offer overnight and two-day experiences.

Best Enrichment Programs^

Discovery at Sea

Our Festival of the World celebrations brings Europe’s storied
heritage on board, while our Global Partners + Local Experts
speaker program offers insights that help guests enjoy a more
meaningful, authentic and exclusive experiences ashore.
^Best Enrichment Program - Cruise International (UK)

Best Shore Excursions†
From David to Da Vinci, Peterhof to Pompeii, and ruins to
romance, Princess has in-depth excursions for every interest
that are not only a terrific value but they take you beyond what
you’ll find in travel guides.
†Best Shore Excursions - TravelAge West

Discovery At Sea takes world exploration to a whole
new level with enriching programs inspired by Discovery
Communications™ shows you love, plus Discovery™ and
Animal Planet™ Recommended and Exclusive tours you
can only get with Princess.

In-depth Land & Sea Holiday

While the attractions you will see on your cruise are indeed
unforgettable, we make it easy to combine your voyage with
multiple-day land tours to Venice & Tuscany, Italy, Paris and
the French countryside, Ireland’s Ring of Kerry, Switzerland
and Europe’s imperial treasures like Vienna & Prague.

Best Ships‡
Sail on the best ships at sea, featuring signature innovations
like Movies Under The Stars®, The Sanctuary, our tranquil
retreat for adults, and the dazzling Piazza atrium offering
gourmet treats, cocktails, shopping and lively street
entertainment.

‡Top 5 Mega Cruise Ship Lines - Travel + Leisure

Best Cruises for Food Lovers**

From culinary creations by renowned Chef Curtis Stone to
regional specialties like lamb tagine and Norwegian salmon,
as well as the largest collection of Super Tuscan wines at sea,
you’ll discover the flavours of the region in a whole new way.

**Best Cruises For Food Lovers - Food & Wine

TO BOOK:

CRUISE COMPANY
www.cruisecompany.co.nz
0800 827 847

